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1. REPORT OF .THE .üVQWNG PARTY TO COOSIP 1R A REDUCTION OF THE ASSESSMENT

OF JAPAN . (Dpcument A4/AFL/17).
: - 

The CHAIRMAN requested the Chairman of the working party to present its

report.

Mr. MASON (New Zealand), Chairman of the working party, recalled that the

committee had decided at a previous session that a reduction should be made in

the assessment of Japan and had established a working party to consider the

extent'of the reduction. The working party had decided not to appoint

a rapporteur and its report had been, prepared, by the secretary and himself.

He then read the report, (Document A4 /AFL /17)..

:Dr. AZUMA (Japan) expressed the gratitude of his delegation at the decision

of the committee to give favourable consideration to the appeal made by Japan

for a reduction in its assessment. He also thanked the working party for the

fair and impartial way in which it had examined the request.

His Government had made it clear that it would accept whatever decision

the committee should reach. It would however be very glad if the resolution

proposed by the working party were approved. The sympathy shown by members

with regard to the difficult economic conditions in Japan had been much

appreciated by his Government, which hoped that the situation would improve in

the near future so that it could play its full part towards achieving the

noble aims of the Organization.

Decision: There being no objection, the resolution contained in the
working party!s report (document A4 /AFL /17), recommending
a reduction of the assessment of Japan was adopted.
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2. DRAFT SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LDMINISTRLTION, FINANCE . AND
LEGAL HATTERS (Document '.4 /AFL /16).

The CHAIRMAN requested Dr. Bravo, Rapporteur, to present each separate

resolution contained in the report.

Section I: Scale of Assessment

Mr. MELDS (United Kingdom) proposed that in the resolution on the scale of

assessment, the word "total" in paragraph 2(1) be further clarified.

Mr. TALJAARD (Union of South Africa) supported the United Kingdom

suggestion and proposed that the words "gross assessment budget" be substituted

for "total ".

Decision: There being no objection, the United Kingdom proposal, as
amended by the delegate of the Union of South '_ frica, was adopted.

Mr. SIEGEL, Secretary, proposed that the words "provided one or more

of the new applicants have become Members before the close of the Fourth World

Health Assembly by depositing their instruments of ratification with the

Secretary -General -of the United Nations ", in paragraph 2(1) be deleted, since

the provision had now been met.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) and Mr. MASON (New Zealand) believed that,

since the subject had given rise to considerable discussion in the committee,

the proviso or at least a reference to that proviso should be maintained in

the resolution.

Dr. TART., (Iran) reiterated the views he had expressed at a previous meeting,

opposing any such condition. He therefore supported the proposed deletion.
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The SECRETARY suggested as a compromise solution the following footnote

to paragraph 2(1): "Since one of the new applicants has become a Member before

the close of the Fourth World Health :.ssembly by depositing its instrument of

ratification with the Secretary- General of the United Nations ".

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands), Mr. IESON (New Zealand) and Dr. TABA (Iran)

agreed with the Secretary's proposal.

Decision: There being no objection, the resolution, as amended,
was adopted.

Section 2: WHO Seals

Dr. BR2XO noted that in the draft resolution on WHO seals, the words

"Suspense 42ccount" in paragraph 3(6) should read "Assembly Suspense iccount ".

Mr. INGR-M (United States of America) had no objection to the resolution.

Commenting on the provisions underlying the resolution, he hoped that

satisfactory arrangements had been made whereby WHO seals would be sold on the

basis of a general agreement between the Organization and Member countries.

Decision: There being no abjection, the draft resolution on WHO seals
was adopted.

Sections 3 - 8

Decision: The draft resolutions in Sections 3 - 8 were adopted
without comment.

Section 9: Organizational structure and administrative efficiency
of the Secretariat

Dr. Tr.BA (Iran) proposed, with regard to the draft resolution on the

organizational structure and administrative efficiency of the Secretariat,

that in paragraph 2 the words, "with particular reference to (a) biennial
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assemblies and (b) publications" be deleted. Should the committee not agree

to such a deletion, he proposed that a sub -paragraph (e) "level of staffing"

. be included.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) supported the Iranian proposal, since

paragraph 3 of the resolution contained a reference to biennial assemblies.

Dr. GEAR, Chairman of the Executive Board, called attention to the

Executive Boardts report (Official Records No.33) recommending that the

Standing Committee be allotted one or two major items of that nature to study

each year. That was the reason for the particular inclusion of

sub -paragraphs (a) and (b) .

The C}L IRMA proposed that the words "including level of staffing ",

be inserted in paragraph 2 after the word "Organization ", and that the second

part of the paragraph she!pld remain as it shed, with sub -paragraphs (a) and

(b).

Dr. TABL (Iran) accepted that proposal.

Decision: There being no objection, the draft resolution in Section 9,
as amended on the proposal of the Chairman, was adopted.

Section 10: Form of presentation of programme and budget

Decision: The draft resolution in Section 10 was adopted without comment.
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The CHAIRMAN asked whether the committee was prepared to approve

the draft report as a whole.

Decision: There being no objection, the draft second report of
the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters was adopted,

as amended.

3. SECOND REPORT OF THE LEGAL SUB- COKVITT E (Document á=A4 /AFL /18 )

Resolutions on the use of Spanish at WHO Meetings and the Transfer of the
Assets of the Office International d ygiène Publique

Decision: The draft resolutions in sections 1 and 2 of the report
were adopted without comment.

Assignment to Regions: Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria

Dr. HASHEM (Egypt) said that the grounds on which his delegation based its

objections to the third draft resolution in document t4/AFL/18 were, firstly,

legal. The first sentence of Article 47 of the Constitution of WHO clearly

laid down that territories were to be assigned tp regions to which they

belonged, while sub -paragraph (a) of Article 50 gave regional committees

competence in "matters of an exclusively regional character ". The Constitution

therefore required regionalism as a basic condition of the organization of the

various offices and committees. That condition was not met in the request of

the French Government, since Morocco, Tunisia and "lgeria formed, from

a geographical or any other point of view,. part, of Lfrica and not of Europe.

A further legal objection was that the territories in question were not

Members of WHO, whereas the first sentence of Article 47 laid down that

regional committees were to be composed of representatives of Member States

and .Associate Members.
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There were administrative as well as legal objeotions. The United Nations

and specialized agencies had definitely adopted a regional approach to world

affairs, and incidentally he had been glad to note that in the budget

allocations for 1952 that principle had been generally adhered to. It would

be useless to assign the territories in question to the European Office, which

was merely an administrative bureau, when what they required was active

assistance in establishing health services. Moreover, it had been stated by

the health authorities concerned that the epidemiological and health problems

of Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria were more closely related to those of the

Eastern Mediterranean and African Regions than of Europe: There existed an

office for Africa, which was in course of being developed into a full regional

organization, and there was also the Regional Organization for the Eastern

Mediterranean, which included Libya, the territory bordering on'the three in

question, whose problems were so similar that there seemed no medical or

technical grounds for assigning them to a different region..

Sir Dhiren MITRA (India) thought that the resolution, instead of merely

stating the known fact that a request had been made, should give some indication

of whether or not that request was admissible. In fact,fbr legal reasons,

the answer was in the negative, and a further paragraph should therefore be

added recommending that-no action be taken until the delimitation of

geographical, areas on page 330 of the report of the First World Health Assembly

(Official Records No.l3) was modified. It would be noted that in the

delimitation the existence of Morocc', Tunisia and Algeria had been ignored,

and the matter would therefore have to be reconsidered by the Health Assembly,
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which must carry out in respect of those three territories the provisions

of paragraph (a) of Article 44 of the Constitution.

The CHFIRKLN agreed that the Fourth World Health Assembly must decide

the question left open by the First; but it was for the committee to make

recommendations on the matter.

M. M'SPETIOL (France) recalled that it had been at the request of the

Director -General that his Government had stated to which region. it wished

Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria to be assigned. Its choice of the European

Region was entirely reasonable, and indeed inevitable. In the first place,

the Western Mediterranean formed a geographical whole in which the continuous

and extensive passenger traffic had important consequences from the health

point Qf view. iiundxeds of thousarlsds of wariwrs were continually travelling

between France and their countries of origin in North Africa.

^.laeria, forming as it did a group of French departments, must

automatically be included in the European :Tea, and in the case of Morocco and

Tunisia the request had been submitted after full consultation with their

respective governments. ' In setting up an Eastern Mediterranean Area the Health

Assembly had presumably intended to exclude the Western Mediterranean, and it

had been agreed that the African Area should include only those territories

south of the - Sahara. glance at the map would show that the three

territories in question were separated from the rest of Africa on the south by

the Sahara desert and on the east by another desert, that of Libya, which, by

the way, the delegate of Eqpt had erroneously stated to have been assigned to

the Eastern Mediterranean J.rea, whereas in fact no decision had yet been taken.
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to the legal objections raised by the Egyptian delegation, Articles 47

and 50 of the Constitution had no bearing on the question, since their

provisions related not to the delimitation of areas but to administrative

arrangements in areas already delimited under the provisions of Article 44.

By the same reasoning the objection on the ground that Morocco, Tunisia and

Algeria were not Members of WHO was also invalidated.

As to the argument that the three territories formed geographically part

of Africa and not pf Europe, it might equally be asked on what grounds Egypt

should be assigned to an organization covering almost exclusively .esiatic

countries. The reason was that the Health Assembly had rightly taken account

of human factors and of the oneness from a geographical and health point of

view of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Near East. In any case, Article 44

of the Constitution contained no reference to continents, but only to areas.

Moreover, the Food and Agriculture Organization had already decided that

the French North African territories should be assigned to the European Region,

and if the French request to WHO were rejected those territories would be

regarded by the two Organizations as forming parts of different regions.

As to the argument that the health problems of the three territories were

different from those of Europe, it was nevertheless a fact that their health

authorities had co- operated with those of France with entirely satisfactory

results. It should not be forgotten, in any case, that the Health assembly

had always followed the policy of allowing a metropolitan State to exercise

its own discretion in the matter of assignment to areas. Pakistan, for example,

had at its own request been assigned to the Eastern Mediterranean Area in spite

of its geographical position, and rightly so since a single State should not

without its consent be assigned to two or more different organizations.
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The delegate of India had proposed that consideration of the question be

deferred until the revision of the delimitation of geographical areas

determined by the First World Health Assembly, but it was precisely to fill the

gap left in that delimitation that the French delegation had, at the request

of the Director -General, submitted its request.

Dr. KHÂDDOURI (Iraq) said that the delegate of Egypt had in fact been

right in stating that Libya was included it the .East, ern Medi.tarramean. AMá,.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) agreed with the ,delegate of France that

Article 47 of the Constitution had no bearing on tIte question. Article 44

was relevant, but in that connexion "regions" and "'areas" must be clearly

distinguished. A region was simply a group of countries so defined by the

Health Assembly, and a government was therefore not free to_ decide that its

territory should be considered a part of any particular region. Regional

organizations were, however, under Article 44, to be established in certain

areas; and to say exactly what constituted An area would be difficult.

In the case of the Americas, it was roughly equivalent to a continent, but in

general it was impossible to establish any such equivalents and no attempt had

been made to do so. In any case, borderline cases inevitably arose where

there was doubt as to the region to which a country in any particular area

should be assigned, and in most cases the only possible course.. was to give

the choice to the country concerned.

The CHAIRMAN said that the discussion would be resumed at the next

meeting.

The meeting rose at 12.159.m.


